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Chapter 1 : Toyota Prius Alarms, Remotes, Security Systems â€” calendrierdelascience.com
Each Toyota Certified Used Hybrid is covered by an 8-year/,mile Factory Hybrid Vehicle Battery Warranty, 5 including
the HV battery, battery control module, hybrid control module and inverter with converter. The HV battery may have
longer coverage under emissions warranty.

Alright, time to get to the bottom of this. Your payment account information may have been stolen or
mishandled. Please monitor your accounts closely. Like hobbit suggested, the website is hosted via dynamic
DNS on a server that resides on a Comcast cable network somewhere near Alexandria, VA. The domain name
obsidiancorp. The domain name is registered to someone going by the name of Joseph Holt possibly a
relative? I did some further digging. I Googled the organization in question and found the person or persons
representing this entity also push their sales pitch through Yahoo! Auctions, among other sites. It appears their
eBay account has been closed. They also have a nasty practice of spamming forums such as this one. Im
telling you I went to [website removed] and they had the manual I needed. I was back up and going in no time.
Why is this significant? Because the person selling the ObsidianCorp products at Yahoo! Could this
"masterguru" person be the same person named Joseph Holt? If so, we could logically conclude Joseph is
responsible for selling these bootleg repair manuals, among other things. Oh, but wait, it gets better!
Remember those cheesy testimonials? Here is a sample: When advertising a PT Cruiser repair manual: I
purchased information for my car on obsidiancorp. Thank you, ObsidianCorp, for helping me get back on the
road without having to get my car towed to a service station. When advertising a piece of PC disk sanitation
software: I purchased Godz from you on obsidiancorp. Thank you, ObsidianCorp, for helping me get back on
the net without having to get my pc serviced. The similarities are uncanny, no? The moral of this story: Not
everything on the Internet is as innocent and transparent as it may seem. Nor may it be very simple to
understand!
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Toyota Prius User Manual. was provided by Prius owners. None were affiliated with Toyota Motor Corporation, to use a
physical key or push a button on a.

Omega sets their industry standard The Freedom Systems offers the latest in security and convenience
technology. Offers the latest in security and convenience technology. The K9-Eclipse2 offers the latest in
security and convenience technology. This is perfect for you looking to have a security system and remote
start on your vehicle. With a built-in relay for parking lights, two auxiliary outputs plus many All the security
features you need in a basic security system - and more! The Avital L gives you the security and control you
want in an This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a
fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship. With push start button. This top-grade
product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced
design and high level of Complete with module and all necessary wiringAnti-theft system immobilizer:
Python offers the most sophisticated products in security and remote start available today. This Remote Start
System is ideal for those who want the convenience of climatizing their vehicle This Remote Start System is
ideal for those who want the Python leads the industry in award-winning security and remote start systems
with innovative features. This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry Add
Avital remote start to any remote system - OEM or aftermarket - in a new, easier-to-install design. With 2
Microsized 1-Button Remotes. The convenience of remote start in the smallest-size Avital remote ever. The
Omega ECHO upgrade kits are modular two-way remote controller transeivers that simply plug into any
compatible Omega vehicle security systm to put the status It offers the latest in security and convenience
technology. Keyless entryTrunk release output.
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Chapter 3 : TOYOTA PRIUS USER MANUAL Pdf Download.
View and Download Toyota Prius owner's manual online. Prius Automobile pdf manual download. Related Manuals for
Toyota Prius. Audio remote.

Return to top What tire pressure is recommended? The additional 5 or 7 psi lets you be a bit lazy about the
pressure checking. Extreme climates want additional pressure to deal with the extremes. Return to top How
does the Power button work? Return to top What happened to the Start button I saw in commercials? There are
Prius advertisements that show a "Start" button, but the button on the actual car reads "Power". In reality, there
never was a "Start" button. This is currently available on Japanese and European models only. It appears that
Toyota never broached the issue with the EPA on how to test a vehicle with this capability. This feature could
increase MPG, but could also decrease the life of the battery. People have speculated that the primary use for
such a feature would be for doing things such as pulling the car out of the driveway. Top Prius engineer Dave
Hermance is on the record saying the EV button in Japan only works for a maximum of 1 kilometer. When
you open your door, the headlights will turn off. This will mean your headlights are always on when driving,
such as with Daytime Running Lights. But the Prius sold in the US does not. In the US Prius, you can leave
your headlights switch in the "on" position all the time, they will be on day and night when driving, and will
turn off automatically when you turn off the car and open the door to leave. This thermos-type container stores
three liters of coolant at close to boiling temperature for up to three days. When the Power button is pressed,
hot coolant is injected into the engine, avoiding a cold start. This reduces emissions at startup, as well as wear
and tear on the engine. Return to top How do I turn off that annoying beeping in reverse? Power on not
necessarily ready, IG-ON will do. Power on to ready brake on. Within 6 seconds, press and hold ODO for 10
seconds or more. Press ODO to toggle. The Repair manual page says, however, that if you disconnect the 12v
battery, you may lose this change. It has a design on it that says "Prius". It does not go on the BACK of the
rear bumper, and does not protect the bumper when you back into something. You can see a picture of it in the
files section rear-applique. Return to top How do I turn off the Flashing Maintenance light oil change
reminder? Return to top What about jump-starting? Return to top Will tinting my windows hurt my navigation
system reception? Many Prius owners on the Yahoo board have reported tinting their windows with no
negative effect on NAV reception, and no one yet has posted a problem with it. Reputable tint installers also
report never having such a problem. The antenna for the NAV system in the Prius is in the dashboard up near
the base of the windshield, so the primary source for satellite signals is through the section of the windshield
that normally does not get tinted. Return to top Where can I get a list of voice commands for the navigation
system? Service inspection starts automatically and the result will be displayed after a short pause. Return to
top How does the Bluetooth system work? If you have a Bluetooth-enabled hand-held cell phone, the Prius
hands-free system will automatically connect itself to your hand-held phone with a wireless connection.
Callers reach you at your hand-held cell phone number. The only cell phones available today with Bluetooth
are on the new GSM cellular network which has limited coverage areas compared to older cellular networks
like TDMA and analog. Read more at www. Also check what other people have written about their Prius
Bluetooth experiences in the Bluetooth database at http: It does support CD-Text, though, so you will get titles
on supported discs including ones you burn yourself if titles are added via Nero or other CD-Text capable
burning software. A few people with long-term relationships with their dealer have managed a few hundred
under MSRP, and some dealers are asking a few hundred to a few thousand over MSRP due to the high
demand and low supply. Return to top Return to the Prius Yahoo group Files section.
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Download from calendrierdelascience.com Manual Description Throughout this manual, you will see safety and vehicle
damage warnings, the types of warnings, what they look like, how they, used in this manual explained follows, this is a
warning against anything which may.

Seasonal Cycles Seasonal Cycles Seasonal cycles affect all vehicles, not just hybrids. But with a Prius, you are
much more aware of All Vehicles the MPG changes due to having a Multi-Display constantly informing you
of efficiency differences. Traffic It is common for people to forget how much traffic patterns change during
the winter. Slippery roads cause major delays, increasing driving time significantly. So even with the benefit
of the hybrid system, there is still a very real plenty for getting stuck in that traffic heavy traffic. Heater Heat
to keep you warm in the winter comes from the engine. Gas Prices efficiency-estimates, for vehicles dating all
the back to Page 21 continued high demand is very realistic. So expecting pri ces to return back to the way
they were not too long ago is not wise. And along with the MPG benefit from a hybrid like Prius, you al get
significantly reduced emissions. Prius User-Guide 21 of 66 Last Updated: More causes the bladder to stretch.
Multi-display Care Emission Bladder side the gas tank is a flexible bladder. It contracts and expands to fill the
empty void that would otherwise be fill ed with vapor as gasoline is consumed. The reduction of vapor
emissions helps to keep Prius extraordinarily cl ean. Page 24 off the Prius, an electric-relay autom atically
deactivates to cut the connection to the hybrid system. Prius User-Guide 24 of 66 Last Updated: The great
polished look lasts for about 6 months, enough to get through an entire winter. But when you wipe the dried
residue off, it actually leaves lightly faded streaks at first. It disappears, leaving a protective layer after a few
days. Page 26 PSI convenience Tire pressure needs to be routinely checked for all vehicles, not just Prius.
Temperature drops cause PSI to decrease. Heat caused by driving increases PSI, making measurem ents
inaccurate until cool. Prius owners have found a way to make this simple: The ideas, suggestions, and
opinions offered here have not been endorsed by the manufacturer of those specific components or Toyota
Motor Corporation. Any harm or damage that may result from the application of or the following of any ideas,
suggestions, or opinions contained in this document is the sole responsibility of the individual that applied or
followed said ideas, suggestions or opinions. It illustrates how to start the hybrid system in very simple steps.
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Chapter 5 : Toyota Prius FAQ From Yahoo Prius-2G Group | PriusChat
Toyota Prius Owners Manual - The Prius often will get amongst 45 and 52 miles for every gallon based on climate and
the use of air-con, and also the terrain over a provided journey.

This remote has a black Toyota logo on the back. This remote will not work with the smart system.
Programming instructions for the remote are free and included with the purchase. The price does not include
key cutting nor transponder chip programming for key portion of the remote. Price above is quoted for one
replacement keyless entry transmitter. This key fob will only operate on vehicles already equipped with a
factory keyless entry system. If you are not sure about that please contact us via email or your local dealer
parts department to find out based on the VIN of your vehicle. Yes, we accept returns within 90 days 3 months
from the purchase date to make sure you have enough time to try the product and be sure you want to keep it.
If the product does not meet your expectations, got damaged in shipping or you simply want to return it for
any reason, just contact us at toll free to speak with our customer service specialist. How to return the product?
If you wish to return the product please call us at or email us to inform us you are planing to return your
product. Where to return the product? Please ship or mail the return back to CarAndTruckRemotes. If the
product is lacking your invoice, order number or your name and address, we may not be able to find your
account and issue credit due. Please expect couple of weeks for us to process your return. This included the
time needed for your return to be delivered to us, our processing time. Exchanges We accept exchanges within
90 days 3 months from the purchase date to make sure you have enough time to make sure you want to keep
it. If the product does not meet your expectations or you order an incorrect product, size or color - just contact
us at toll free to speak with our customer service specialist. How to exchange the product I purchased? If you
wish to exchange the product please call us at or email us to inform us you are planing to have your order
exchanged. We will need to know which product you are planing to exchange and what item you would like to
receive instead. If the product is lacking your invoice, order number or your name and address, we may not be
able to find your account and exchange the product for you. Please expect couple of weeks for us to process
your exchange. This included the time needed for your return to be delivered to us, our processing time and
the time needed to to ship a new product back to you.
Chapter 6 : Toyota Prius Remote Keyless Entry - key fob
The links from this web site to Toyota's web sites are for informational purposes only. Our web site is not affiliated with
Toyota, and Toyota is not responsible for the content of this web site or the accuracy of the links.

Chapter 7 : Downloadable Toyota Prius Repair Manual | PriusChat
Toyota Prius Remote Transmitter Programming Instructions Program remote transmitter when added, replaced or
because of a system malfunction With Smart Entry System

Chapter 8 : TOYOTA PRIUS OWNER'S MANUAL Pdf Download.
New Silver Smart Key Fob Keyless Entry Remote for Toyota Prius () Complete key fob with electronics and a battery
(Smart Version Silver).

Chapter 9 : Toyota Parts | Toyota Owners Manuals
Toyota Owner's Manuals We used to have a nifty little tool for finding and on owner's manuals, but when we moved to a
new website this tool couldn't really come with us. However, this doesn't mean the manuals are lost!
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